
Daniel 6 part 2  
A lion mask 

Take the paper plate with a hole in. Using glue stick the construction paper 
all the way long the outside of the plate to create the lion’s mane. 
Attached the lolly stick so your children can hold the mask in place.  

 
A fun activity. You could make a fort with 
blanket and chairs, using the lion mask you 
make your children could take turns being 
Daniel and the  lion in the den. 
Ask them: 
• What did Daniel do to get into trouble? 
 (prayed) 
• Who was he told to pray to?  (King Neb) 
• But who did he pray to?   (God) 

A lion puppet 
1. Take the yellow spoon and piece of yellow paper. 

 
2. Cut a circle from the 

yellow paper  
 

3. Put the wooden spoon on 
the circle, making a small 
mark where you need to 
cut so you can pull the 
spoon through. 

4. Cut where the mark is by 

folding the circle in half 

slightly. 



5. Cut small slits around the edge of the circle to make the lion’s 

mane. 

6. Slid the spoon, the handle end, through the cut and glue, if 

necessary, to hold in place. 

7. Add draw, two eyes, a nose, mouth and whiskers on. 

8. Let it dry  

 

Use the puppet to retell the story 

together. If you had some other lolly 

sticks you could make the other 

characters too. 

 
  



 

Color the picture of Daniel and the lions 
 



 
 

Daniel was saved because of his faith.  
 

God sent an angel to close the mouths of the lions. 
 



Paper plate angel  
 

1. Take a paper plate and cut a triangle out of the plate. Like this. 
It doesn’t have to be exact. I’ve draw it out for you. 
 

2. Cut an oval/circle out of white paper for the angel’s head 
 

3. Attach the piece of plate together like 
this, using a staplers, glue or cellotape. 
 
4. Decorate the angel with glitter or pens 
 
5. Attach the head in place 
 
6. You could put a hole in the back of the 
wings so you can hang the angel up as a 
reminder that God sent an angel to save 

Daniel from the lions. 
 
 
 
  



  



 
 


